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JEN BROWN

She Lights Up Another Cigarette, the Fourth

in what must be less than an hour—
though how can you tell about time
when every second of a lonely summer drags
for hours, but waking up
one August morning, suddenly it's gone—
as she inhales, she looks at you.
Such a distance! Her gaze erases you.
She's like a puppet; her hands
are so cold. You want to reach
across the table, shake her, hard;
then she'll see you. Then she'll
get angry, slap your cheek
with her open palm; you'll feel the blood
rise in a welt. You'll kiss her hand,
and it will be warm.
She looks at you. She'll never see you.
If you shook her, she'd slowly look,
and halfway smile, and say "what?",
as if there might be some good reason
for being shaken. She exhales.
Around you, the lights dim, a waitress bustles past,
keeping to herself as you go about your business.
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Speaking in Miles

Don't you see? The sky is really everywhere
around us; distance is only what,
eyes shut, you imagine in a moment
of unhappiness: words like clear stars
on cold nights. Here's a story:
A young dog, warm in winter fur,
sets off to make something
of herself, finding in the alley
by Bob's Ribs all she ever wanted—
don't be absurd. The dog was a woman,
she left out of loneliness,
I've never seen her to know how
this ends. Yes, it was winter.
I must remember her, raising
more children than she'd ever wanted,
alone when her husband left
before she could. No; she was childless.
But she must've rescued children
from the streets and cold,
as many times as she silently cried
in regret. You see how she got nowhere.
You see how she flings herself
at you now, alone as ever,
eyes closed tightly
through mile after shivering mile.
Don't even blink.
Say "luminous" or "sycamore".
Say "buoy" or "shimmering".
The dog had a litter of healthy pups,
each, happily, ate well,
her story ends, happily,
on a lovely mess of ribs
dropped on Bob's floor. But
what does it matter, except
that I've spoken you a constellation?
Trust me. Emptiness
doesn't come in sizes, who knows
what might fill it? Just keep on,
keep murmuring your story,
and I'll find you, I know,
somewhere near Castor and Pollux,
never as far away as they seem.
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RUZHA CLEAVELAND

Goldilocks and the Three Bears

The first night it was only an overgrown cub
nosing campfire ashes,
sniffing out the memories of hot dogs or chili.
Hey out there, scram, from my tent was enough.
On the second morning I shouted,
Get out of here; I don't
want you around, when a shadow
padded up a path toward my clearing, paused,
then melted into silence,
birch trees, hemlocks, the hum of the day.
The third night I couldn't ignore clawings
up trees, slashed ropes that held
food packs high, their thud,
dark daemon shadow that pulled them
into the underbrush.
I grabbed a fiery stick and flashlight,
charged in after.
You son of a bitch; you can't steal my food.
tThis uncontrolled and rational fury
caught the bear who stopped and turned.
I beat its snout with my burning stick,
screaming. A me I suspected
but never knew, rose off its haunches,
emerged from the forest. So we raged,
the bear dropped back,
partnered the night.
My other self receded to its dark woods.
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GREG DELISLE

Ode to a Lightbulb
for J.

If you appeared now
over my head,
I wouldn't be able
to think of anything.
Kissing my forehead with light,
only light,
that silver glint reflected
off my dull retina,
blind.
I am blind to you
as the glare of white snow,
the sparkle of the sea,
its waves cradling your small,
pregnant body,
rigid with waiting
to birth your brilliance.
May you burn forever,
casting light
down over my shoulders,
shadows swelling beneath
my arms and chin,
light across my chest,
across the air I breathe in,
shadows in my lungs;
light around my hips,
and shadow, light on my
legs, and shadow.
May you burn until
I am ignited,
my hair falling, my light skin,
my gleaming bones,
until my soul falls away,
brilliant,
and they have said
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it too shall burn.
May you burn until the sun
puffs out above you
like a candle;
we will turn to you for
warmth, may you burn, a mother,
in cold when we need you,
in heat when we curse you,
in the cold we need
a hand to clasp through,
a name to call through,
yours. Your name.
May you
burn until you have a name.

Unlocking the Sea

I send another one on its way.
Godspeed, little ripple. It runs on both sides
of the surface: a wave in water and air.
I send my breath along it, a rippling of lung
tissues, ragged with years.
Somewhere far from this bathtub,
there's a place where the water stands
tall and straight, like a pillar,
or a pedestal, supporting nothing;
this is what water does with surface tension.
I see the ocean holding your body, lovingly—
as it ripples, it breathes you, you taste it.
Now try to count your breaths as lives you've led;
four billion, five billion, ever increasing
as the world ripples; breathing as
the sacs of your lungs empty, following the
waves along, the waves in a bathtub,
racing together to the sea—
to that pillar, the top of that pillar,
translucent, somewhat breathy, but sturdy as stone.
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YVONNE HART

Dance of Life

Tall, thin-faced, with piercing eyes—surrounded by golden
hair, like a halo. A strange smile through her tightly-drawn
lips. A certain Madonna-like quality. Suddenly I was filled with
an inexplicable feeling of anxiety I shivered. Then she
went away and I began the Dance of Life.
—Edvard Munch

The colors are heavy in this dancing field, so heavy
our black outlines can hardly move.
Grass so green a weed can't grow,
the ocean's nearly sinking under the weight
of its blues. But we dance, everything spinning.
Lines move around you like a visible wind,
an aura that moves before you do, knowing
where you will go. Knowing you will spin around
and dip, wink at another while I look on. Knowing
your red dress will fade with the sunset,
glowing even more brightly under the streetlamps
on our way home. I dream awake that you are not
there; I feel your head resting on my shoulder.
Your hair tickles my skin—it is real, it is safe,
you being here next to me, exhausted, your sweat
mixing with mine. And that sweet smell!
You must have washed your hair with honeysuckles
and berries. Is that your aura? A simple fragrance
that twists and twists until it becomes line,
then color, then skin? A cock rests on a fencepost,
asleep: when it is morning, how will we know?
We won't even make it home. The sidewalk will long
to hear the patter of your scurrying to the door,
sneaking into your room where no one is waiting.
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HELGA K. KIDDER
Lindbergh's Stop at the Morrow's, December 1927

Later, you remembered her not
for her beauty or wit but
for her silence through all
of dinner at the Mexican
embassy. Lean-to shutters
at opened windows and doors
caught the night breeze
of bougainvillea climbing
this side of the house.
Her ebony hair gathered
at the slender neck contrasted
creamy shoulders and dress,
gave her that fairy-tale
appearance across the table.
You wanted to tell her
of your first flight,
how trees became bushes
and horses were rabbits
hopping across the fields.
But her mother warned her,
"Whatever you do, don't speak."
If you could have told her
of that day in the future
standing before an ash pit
next to a boy who explained,
cupping his hands for measure,
"Two hundred fifty thousand Jews
in a year and from each one
only so much," she would have
understood your solo-flight
to Paris, how clouds turned
into ghosts and ghosts were
weaving in and out of clouds
that surrounded the plane
like white mesh, how only
memory kept you alive.
Then, as now, you are going
blindly, wondering at her
silence, wondering if she
knew, too, "how the dead
would feel to live again."
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Washington's Gee Whiz Granny Smith

In front of her, poisonous green,
still ripening underneath, tempting
her kind of dumb across the table,
was this fruit with a small label.
Granny, whose name was not Smith,
it was Graf, like a countess on her
throne, sat in her rocker, knitting
underwear for all of the family.
Johnny said, Gee whiz, it's gOing
to be itchy, but Granny just reached
for the apple and bit into it thinking
of Martha Washington whose husband
couldn't. He had wooden teeth.
This didn't bother her nor him.
And this is what we remembered:
He was standing in the boat, the wind
blew green that day, freezing every
movement in the orchard on this side.
Even the buds waiting in each limb felt
the chill. Then, Johnny threw a rock
against the near frozen water.
Instead, it bounced off shore ice,
hit George square in his most posterior
portion. He grabbed that end, rocked
the boat, fell on his knees as if
praying for wanner weather or some
knitted underwear, and that moment
his wooden teeth dislodged, lunged into
the water before him, the current
instantly pulling them down the stream.
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MICHAEL KIM

August 21, 1972

i can't explain it
but i could feel it in her hands
and the way she was looking
at the closed door,
the blinds of a small window
that shadowed her swollen stomach,
the slow circling of the black ceiling fan
hanging above our bed
almost seemed motionless
and the dark web of veins on her leg
mimicked the dry, curling flower
on the dresser
when she caught me staring
i felt her hand gently release
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LEW KIRKEGAARD

After the Navy Recruitment Movie

Twenty thousand feet, with my office on fire,
screaming through six G's, hard rudder, elevator's down.
The needles are spinning, keeping time with my head.
One last trick, pull up hard,
force my lungs to the floor, make my cheeks
think they got somewhere else to go.
Quick wingover does the trick, swirls
some country over my nose, and reminds me where I am.
Just a dreamer with his head in the clouds,
caressing the red button with a thumb
that reacts in one hundredth of a second.
Ready to bring death with the flash
of a finger. Oxygen at my nose, power in
my palms, gotta be a "bad-ass" with gold wings.
But I'm no 20/20 Navy baby, eagle eyes
are for birds, not landlocked boys with grandparent sight.
This afternoon, strapped to my jet,
I got shot down in North Saigon. An easy eulogy:
"A real dumb-ass, died in his dreams."
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GERHARD BORCHERS
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ANGELA DUKE
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TERRY HARWOOD
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MATT EVANS
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ANNA MARIE GOLDMAN
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STACY LANG
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CYNTHIA WATSON
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JOHN ZIMMERMANN
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ANNUAL HIGH SCHOOL POETRY CONTEST WINNER
LAURA HENDRICKS
SODDY-DAISY HIGH SCHOOL

Untitled

Mind dreams
paint pictures
of time that figures
hope as a
free will of fate.
In sadness of
words, the heart
bleeds signs of mystery
and forever fills
out a card that
keeps in motion of sorrow.
Dreams escape memories
that held them together
into a barrier of light
And the sound of them
fills a dark room in
the horror of searching.
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HONORABLE MENTION
ANNA WILSON
CHATTANOOGA CHRISTIAN HIGH SCHOOL
Star

The morning air was still cool
The sky still dark
The wind whistled lightly in the trees
One star shone above
Its brightness caught my eye
I stopped to stare upward
With impatience she stomped beside me
Threw down her neck and snorted
I patted her and kept on walking
We reached the trail and I mounted her
She was eager to run
I could tell by her moves
And feel it in her blood
She let out a whinny
As if to say "let's go"
"Okay" I replied and we moved on
We rode through the trail as one
My movements synchronizing with hers
The moon in the sky
Made her white hair shine like silver
Her mane glided backward in the wind
She held her head up proudly
Feeling the refreshing air breeze past us
We came to a stream
The fresh water rolled by smoothly
She bent her neck down to drink
As she drank, I looked again
At that one bright star
That had caught my eye
Its beauty lit up the sky
And held my gaze
When we had finished our path
I put her back in the corral
I watched as she turned
And pranced majestically to join the others
I looked at the sky
And again at my horse
Then I saw the resemblance
21
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The star, my horse Both yearning to be wild
They both catch your eye
And then steal your heart
And fill it with special love

AMY MCBRIDE

Inside a Striped Cathedral: Sienna, Italy

In the eaves of what is now
the shadows are so sharp they blind me.
All I can do is reach just far enough
to carve your face out of the darkness.
A bird takes its flight to the marble rafters
with its tailfeathers entwined and burdened
down by the scroll of holy orders.
And one wall breathes heavy
with a Mardi Gras of thanksgivings:
Silver hears enscribed with prayers
motorcycle helmets, scarves and felt hats—
sacrifices for what has been wished for
and what has spoiled the suspense
of not having.
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BRADLEY 0. PAUL

The Poem A Joke

You hear what I say, or the balloon fumbles into the hands of Oz:
Follow that bum. Where does that bum go?
Where does any bum go?
He says that fairies are everywhere,
even in the ice rinks. Blue as breath. He paints his vision
across the city, best as he can—
his failures are stuck in a honeycomb—
he paints himself with plastic light
of wings. The corn in the trash can
is as big as an axe handle.
"Here," he calls, in the fog.
The fog beats across the sidewalk
like a horn. Hear that horn. Where's that bum?
He says, "Spirit, child, is good, because it is yes alive."
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The Sorcerer's Apprentice

What he needed was a jar for it all: the blue
of his shoes, and everywhere pistils and stamens,
and suns and moons fallen like baseballs,
and the book that had unfolded in his lap like sleep,
the brand of dream smoking like a snakebite.
I am laying in the corner with the mops.
When the master came in he raised his brown hands,
and whole green bays fell away like tulip leaves.
What had he been thinking? an orchard of brooms?
The thrush flying into a window would say:
What have I tried that you haven't?
Nothing; you see that I am laying in the corner with the mops.
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True Pumice

What I remember here is the willowy elm
and the disease that textured the tree
with age, and broke back its fingers.
Or the glass
smashed in the street,
or the fat girl
with the clapping laughter, too,
who in her window had a greeh skull;
or you, with a mallet, mashing fruits.
Home breaks out of the ground
like a buried tire. In this house
I twist the blinds, and squeeze out the moon,
as if the moon does not coax a flower
from your stomach (or as if the moon
does not inflate the tides. I love how the water
soaks the tree. I love how the tree then bends
to the ground, supple as any sponge, and then spins
and spins into the sun.)
But flowers are rotten teeth, they smile in an old jaw.
They suck the sky flat, and clean of night.
They wither mountains, and snap the necks of hummingbirds.
They are as weak as leaves.
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LISA VAUGHN
To My Lover on EPT Day

You take me to Lulu's Outback Barbeque
and eat pork ribs,
pork rinds,
and like to watch the pig,
turning, sweating into the fire.
The man on the corner
reeks of Mad Dog 20/20
and has crumpled newspapers
for shoes and a Hefty bag shirt.
Drooling saliva, you say,
"Honey, I love you,
`cause you're the spice of my life,
and your eyes glow
just like a buglight."
In Piggly Wiggly, a 6-year-old boy with
rotted teeth reaches for Zooroni's,
and his mom slaps him back into
the grocery cart.
You wrap your cold,
fleshy body around mine,
to reveal your sweaty bulges
hanging over your belt and you
tell me, "fat men are better in bed."
I just did an EPT test—and I'm gonna
have your slobbering, foul child—so
I'm stuck with the parts of you
that I overlooked.
I can go insane or send $100 to
the Old Time Gospel Hour and
hope somebody gets on the hotline
to Jesus and saves my soul.
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CATHY WAGNER
Holiday

My sister had a hand with a scar like an island.
She had a way of digging into one's breast
her whole self, as if she were a far-going road
lodged in a hill. What could I do against that hand,
except leave my shoes standing home like virgins
in the dark, and go to answer the swinging red light?
I had not seen her in ten years, and my life was so light
a moth could lift it. She took me to the rich island
where we'd summered as children, the waiters mixing us virgins,
ladies lifting us to their sequined breasts.
Anywhere else would have done, but the hand
she gave me—as if she'd pulled me off a whizzing road—
was there. There on the grassy road
to the beach, in the hotel's decent light,
she completed a great ellipse, she took my hand.
She was my sister. If I were not myself a whole island
of sad women, whose breasts,
each one, she touched like wounded virgins,
I would have kept my shoes on always, virgin.
There no one knew us. We'd taken a ferry and an old road.
We played like children, the water our mother's breast.
I must explain: with ten years gone, I alighted
the ferry with my feet burning the island;
I needed her with everything, I had to use my hands.
I had no child, no husband. My hand
came alive on her and both of us left virgin.
Or not virgin, but purer in knowing we were islands
together in the run-down hotel, or anywhere. The road
ran so close by us I thought I could leave easily, the light
from the room still following. I thought my breasts
so like hers, I'd hardly need her. My own breasts
might fill me, they might fill my empty hands.
She saved me without even thinking, left me the grassy road.
Even if I could hold all of her in my hand,
her brow like a wing, her angry virginity,
that scar on her hand so ugly in the light,
27
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my hand would become an island of its own.
She saw the road as virgin. If I could have myself
her free breasts, the sad way she lit her cigarettes.

The Party

I was running at night and a car hit me.
The sidewalk came up, blood in my teeth.
Now it had been hours.
Twenty feet away, a man
went to pee out the door at a party,
the back door, he closed it hard
so they'd know. He didn't see me.
Nothing there. The shed gleamed,
his pee very wet into the grass.
A car's headlights ran through
the grass. I could hear everything.
I couldn't make a noise.
I tried and my chest broke.
He squatted on his porch
like an animal or a woman. It rained;
his friends were inside drinking,
his wife had a high color
wrestling with her brother.
They had been bored in the blue kitchen,
but now they were drunk and honest,
leaving lights on all over the house.
The door closed softly, the water
driving the pee into the ground.
I hurt so badly, all the trees
with lines of light around them,
the dark road at my cheek.
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SARAH WAGNER

He Thought He Was Orpheus

I can picture how you paced
in the night—passionately—
rationalizing that the sun could rise
only by your guitar.
If you hadn't been blinded by my dress the last night
of Carnival you would never
have been fooled into letting
your image of Orpheus guide
you into the narcotic Macumba,
and you'd never have turned around.
You must have fallen as elegantly
as Jesus was pegged when you hurled
yourself off Pao de Sucre—
but the sun rose beautifully
the very next day.
How we laughed the three evenings
we lay beside each other—
I can still hear your guitar
hushing crickets at night—
but I lied when I said I couldn't
samba before I met you.
Eurydice died; I'm in Cabo Frio
where I never need a bikini
in the sun. The trick I played
on you wasn't fair—but how was I
to know you were so infatuated?
The man you saved me from
at Carnival chased me here—
he pulls at my skirt
and I let him.
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Milk

I found a drop during my shower Thursday;
pinching my breast, I tried to unearth more.
A coffin must seem odd to milky bones—
too much satin—bones belong in dirt.
My dog sniffs the remains
of my breakfast and is just close
enough to lick it all before I turn
around. His snout is white, and I tried
to give him a better image by tweezing them
early this morning. The hairs were
as stiff as the plaster that's falling
in the bathroom. When milky strands pour
from my head will I be able to feel
them pushing out, will I be able
to remember when I was twelve—how I'd stuff
pillows in my blouse and wonder if my breasts
would ever grow. Would I go to the middle
school formal and could I wear white—
white is for virgins, chimneys spout clouds
and there are too many things you can see
in clouds. I couldn't get much
of the white hair off my dog; he hid.
But I feel my breasts fill like they're cups
wanting to overflow. I can't reach
my face close enough to smell my nipple
and see if it smells like the milk
in my cereal bowl—or what if there isn't a smell,
what if I'm full of pulverized bone.
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AMBER WILLIAMS

Sleeping Habits

It's the breathing she hates,
more than his fumbling
caresses to wake her.
Pretending sleep, she can
hold out as long as he,
a feigned drunken stupor
as effective as a headache.
His breath lives in her head,
a hot, furry animal.
It is time to leave, to visit
mom, change careers,
anything.
But he'll never remember
the explanations. His pitiful
glances will echo and rattle
the crusted dishes, and there is
no way on earth that
she can be nice to him.
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